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Half Life 2 Quotes

First Name Kleiner: What you're seeing is the infancy of a Noun . If it attains full strength -

Eli Vance: It'll be the Seven Hour War, all over again. Except this time, we won't last seven minutes.

Alyx Last Name : My god ... First Name , maybe that's why they were sending so much data from

the Citadel -

Dr. Kleiner: Data? From the location ?

Alyx: In the control room ... they were feeding huge volumes of Noun directly into the core destruction

sequence.

Dr. Kleiner: [to someone out of the camera's sight] First Name , did you hear that?! I bet it's the Combine

portal code!

Arne Magnusson: Yes, yes, I'm not Adjective !

Alyx: I downloaded the whole Noun , and they have been chasing us ever since.

Dr. Magnusson: Well, of course they have! You see Kleiner, it's the lynchpin of all of their Noun Plural !

Dr. Kleiner: I can see that. I never said -

Dr. Magnusson: Now, somewhere in that sequence, they would've had to establish a connection with the far side.

What you have there, young Noun , is the specific contact code for the Cool Word Overworld!

Eli: Good god ...

Dr. Last Name : If I'm right about this - and I have no reason to doubt myself - you are carrying the very

code Doctor Last Name had hoped to recover! Now, how soon can you get here?

Alyx: Well, we have to get our Noun Plural , but we can't -

Dr. Magnusson: There is no time to waste! We'll need to step up the launch schedule and as soon as you get here

with the Adjective data, we'll encode the Noun and get the Adjective thing into orbit!
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